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Comment: My comments: we do not need the power. That fact has been clear for yours. Site C, if built, will be over budget, will raise our hydro rates, may bankrupt BC Hydro, and the power would be sold off to the US at below production cost. THE PROMISED JOBS ARE ALMOST NONEXISTENT. The dam contravenes Treaty 8 promises and sets any reconciliation with First Nations back generations. It will flood sacred land and some of our best farmland, ever more important in these times of climate change. It was to be in service of Christy Clark's promise of JOBSJOBSJOBS in fracking LNG. That boom hasn't happened and will not happen. WE DON'T NEED IT. THE TECHNOLOGY IS LONG OUT-DATED. WE CAN PRODUCE MANY MORE JOBS IN WIND AND SOLAR POWER FOR MUCH LESS COST. The money saved if Site C is not built could go into the creation of truly affordable housing and the retraining of those in the process of losing their jobs as their current jobs are lost to the new robotic industrialization.
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